This research note shows subtree isomorphism is in DLOG, and hence NC 2 , for nested trees. To our knowledge this result provides the rst interesting class of trees for which the problem is in a nonrandomized version of NC. We also show that one can determine whether or not an arbitrary tree is a nested tree in DLOG.
Introduction
This note addresses the well-known subtree isomorphism problem. In this problem the input consists of two (directed) trees T and T 0 , and one must determine whether T is isomorphic to any subtree of T 0 . The subtree isomorphism problem is in P 7, 9] . The best sequential algorithm for the problem requires O(n 2:5 ) time 7] . Regarding the parallel complexity, in 8] an O(log n) time, n processor CRCW PRAM algorithm for the maximal subtree isomorphism problem is given. This is a restricted version of the subtree isomorphism problem in which the rst tree must be isomorphic to a maximal subtree, a node and all of its descendants, of the second tree. The best general parallel result places the problem in RNC 3 . This result was In complexity theory it has become standard practice to consider restricted versions of problems especially when the original problems are difcult to classify. A case in point being graph isomorphism. The hope being that the restricted group of problems might be easier to classify, and if so, also provide valuable insights into the general problem. In this paper we show for a restricted class of trees, called nested trees and de ned in section 2, that the problem of subtree isomorphism is in DLOG, and hence in NC 2 . To our knowledge this is the rst \broad" class of trees for which the subtree isomorphism problem is in NC. Additionally, we show that one can recognize whether or not a tree is nested in DLOG. The motivation for studying nested trees stems from the hope that they can lead us to new insights about the computational nature of the subtree isomorphism problem. A number of common classes of trees are nested. Our results use techniques developed by Lindell for his logarithmic space tree isomorphism algorithm 5].
Preliminaries
The space complexity model we adopt is the one developed in 4]. Let T = (V; E) be a rooted (directed) tree. We use the corresponding lower case letter to denote the root of the tree. For example, t represents the root of T . We often identify T with V . jTj denotes the number of nodes in T . #v denotes the number of children of v. The maximal subtree of T rooted at v is denoted T v . Let t 1 ; : : :; t #t denote the children of t. The maximal subtrees of t are the #t trees rooted at t 1 ; : : :; t #t?1 , and t #t . These #t trees are also called the subtrees of T . The term subtree is also used to relate two trees as speci ed in the following de nition.
De nition 2.1 A tree T = (V; E) is isomorphic to a subtree of T 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) if there exists a one-to-one function f : V ! V 0 such that (u; v) 2 E if and only if (f(u); f(v)) 2 E 0 . By a minor terminological abuse, we say that T is a subtree of T 0 , denoted T sub T 0 . If such an f exists with f(t) = t 0 , we denote this by T root T 0 and say that T is a root-to-root subtree of T 0 . The trees are isomorphic if f is also onto. The subtree isomorphism problem is to determine whether T is isomorphic to any subtree of T 0 .
Both sub and root are transitive relations on trees. Clearly, root implies sub but the reverse does not necessarily hold. If T sub T 0 and T 0 sub T , then T and T 0 are isomorphic. The subtree relation on trees is not a total order. In 5] an isomorphism order, here denoted iso , is de ned that is a total order on trees. It is interesting to compare this order to the relations sub and root . If T sub T 0 then T iso T 0 . In this case it is not possible that T 0 iso T , unless T and T 0 are isomorphic. Similar remarks hold for root . If T iso T 0 then we can conclude that T 0 6 sub T and T 0 6 root T in all cases except where T and T 0 are isomorphic. We cannot conclude that T sub T 0 or that T root T 0 though. These observations suggest that it will not be straightforward to apply the logarithmic space tree isomorphism algorithm to the subtree isomorphism problem.
Nested Trees
Next we de ne nested trees. The de nition helps us to schedule \subtree checks." De nition 2.2 A nested tree is de ned inductively as follows:
1. A single node is a nested tree.
2. If T 1 ; : : :; T k are nested trees and there exists a permutation of f1; : : :; kg such that T (1) root T (2) root root T (k) , then the tree with root t having subtrees T 1 ; : : :; T k is a nested tree.
Nothing else is a nested tree unless it follows from (1) and (2).
A simple example of a nested tree is shown in Figure 1 . Throughout the paper we focus on directed trees. This is because for an undirected tree it is possible that some orientations are nested, whereas others are not. An interesting question is to determine what fraction of all trees are nested or to provide some bounds on the number of nested trees. Two classes of nested trees are the Fibonacci trees and the binomial trees.
Logarithmic Space Building Blocks
There are several procedures that we need for our main algorithms. These are the same procedures used in 5]; we follow the discussion presented there. The input trees have their vertices numbered in sequential order starting from one. Let u be the number of some node. The following three functions, Lindell shows how these procedures may be used to compute the number of children of a given node and to perform a depth-rst traversal both in logarithmic space 5].
Subtree Isomorphism for Nested Trees
In this section we describe a logarithmic space algorithm for checking whether one nested tree is a subtree of another. As is characteristic of small space algorithms, a great deal of recomputation is necessary. An obvious strategy for checking if one tree is a subtree of another is to prune nodes out of the larger tree and check to see if the remaining trees are isomorphic. Pruning seems di cult because there are too many values to store in order to make guesses of pruned nodes consistent. As the next theorem shows, we employ a recursive procedure to solve the subtree isomorphism problem in logarithmic space for nested trees.
Theorem 3.1 Let T = (V; E) and T 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) be two nested trees, where n = maxfjTj; jT 0 jg. The problem of deciding whether T is a subtree of T 0 is in DLOG. Thus, the subtree isomorphism problem for nested trees is in DLOG, and hence NC 2 .
Proof: The proof is based on the Subtree-Isomorphism Algorithm presented below. This algorithm is useful for simplifying the proof of correctness and in providing a high level sketch of the actual DLOG algorithm. Each step in the algorithm must be implemented with care (the steps cannot be implemented directly as shown) in order to preserve the small space bound. We rst argue the correctness of the algorithm and then describe how it can be implemented.
The Subtree-Isomorphism procedure tries to align each node in T 0 with the root of T . Thus, if T is a subtree of T 0 a valid placement for t will be found. The procedure Check-Subtree is used to determine if the rst tree it is passed (R) is a root-to-root subtree of the second tree (S). The parameters passed to Check-Subtree are always nested trees. This follows from the fact that a maximal subtree of a nested tree is a nested tree. We argue by induction that Check-Subtree correctly determines whether or not R root S.
The base case is straightforward. Suppose for the induction hypothesis that Check-Subtree works correctly for any tree R of height less than or equal to k and any nested tree S. Consider a tree R of height k + 1. In this case R will be a root-to-root subtree of S if and only if the subtrees of r, call them R 1 root R 2 root root R #r , are root-to-root subtrees of distinct subtrees of s, say S 1 root S 2 root root S #r . Note, we may order the subtrees of R and S as above since they are nested trees. In the for loop of Check-Subtree the algorithm considers the subtrees of r in order from smallest to largest. The algorithm checks whether the ith subtree of r is a root-to-root subtree of the (#s ? #r + i)th subtree of s. R is a root-to-root subtree of S if and only if this condition is met for 1 i #r. Note, because of the transitivity of root , we only need to consider the #r largest subtrees of s (each once). The recursive calls to Check-Subtree all involve trees of height k or less; and therefore, by the induction hypothesis work correctly.
We now show the algorithm can be implemented in DLOG. To schedule the nodes in T 0 to see if T is a root-to-root subtree of any rooted tree of T 0 , we use depth-rst traversal. In section 2 we mentioned that computing the number of children of a node and computing the size of a subtree can be done in logarithmic space. Thus, the part of Check-Subtree prior to the for loop is in logarithmic space. Note, none of these results are stored from one recursive call to the next. To show that the recursive calls can be performed in small space, we use techniques similar to those found in 5] for making them. We extend the function Next-Sibling de ned earlier in section 2 to take a second parameter that speci es a particular logarithmic space computable order. Thus, the original version of Next-Sibling could be denoted Next-Sibling(u, vertex-number). We use Next-Sibling(u, subtree-size) to return the sibling of u with the next largest subtree size. Ties are broken in favor of lower numbered root vertices.
The recursive calls to Check-Subtree are handled by moving two pebbles, one in R and one in S, to mark the current location of the calls. The scheduling of which subtrees to consider next is based on the size of the subtrees. Each subtree in R (S) is \considered" exactly once (at most once) during a comparison at a given level for a xed v 0 in T 0 . There will be a great deal of recomputation in order to compute the next subtrees to consider.
For a speci c call Check-Subtree(R; S), let r 1 ; : : :; r #r denote the children of r. We rst compute the child of r, call it r 1 , such that jT r 1 j jT r i j, 
Recognizing Nested Trees in DLOG
Given a tree T , we would like to be able to check in logarithmic space whether or not it is nested. Consider a tree T with subtrees T 1 and T 2 , where jT 1 j jT 2 j. To see if T is nested one condition for the de nition of nested to be met is that T 1 root T 2 . A strategy to determine this condition would be to prune away nodes from T 2 and check that the remaining tree is isomorphic to T 1 . If T 2 is more than a constant factor larger than T 1 , this strategy does not appear to work since it seems di cult to keep track of the nodes that were pruned away. The next theorem shows that using an alternative strategy we can determine whether or not an arbitrary tree is a nested tree in logarithmic space.
Theorem 4.1 Let T = (V; E) be a tree with jTj = n. It can be determined in DLOG, and hence NC 2 , whether or not T is a nested tree.
Proof: The proof of the theorem is based on Algorithm Nested shown below. This version of the algorithm is useful for arguing correctness, however, if it is implemented in the obvious manner it will not result in a logarithmic space algorithm. The correctness of the algorithm is based on an induction proof. The base case is straightforward. Suppose for the induction hypothesis that for all trees of height less than or equal to k, the algorithm correctly determines whether or not they are nested. Consider a tree T of height k+1.
Let jT 1 j jT #t j be the subtrees of T . The algorithm checks that all of the T i 's are nested using recursive calls. By the induction hypothesis since all of the T i 's have height k or less, these tests are performed correctly. To show T is nested, we need to show T 1 root root T #t . The second for loop of the algorithm veri es this condition. Note, the trees passed to Check-Subtree are all nested.
There are problems in directly implementing Algorithm Nested in small space since it appears necessary to store indices between recursive calls. The scheduling of the required comparisons can be performed in small space by using depth-rst traversals though. Details may be found in 2]. 2
It would be interesting to know if just one of T or T 0 were nested, if we could still determine whether T is a subtree of T 0 in logarithmic space.
